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Hyderabad has been a centre of renowned colleges of India which enjoy world ranking. Colleges
like the ISB (Indian school of business) rank within hundred of all the colleges in the world. There
are many other colleges in Hyderabad which not only fall under the world ranking within 500, but
have been a legacy in bestowing education in Hyderabad. These colleges include the name of BITS
Pilani.

Colleges in Hyderabad include two universities. There are six state universities and three deemed
universities in the city. Amongst the old universities are Maulana Azad national University and B.R.
Ambedkar University. Other universities would include Jawahar Lal Nehru Technological University
and International institute of information technology.

For higher studies in law Hyderabad has NALSAR (National academy of legal studies and
research). There are some research institutes in the city like Indian Institute of Chemical Technology
and Centre for cellular and molecular biology. All these colleges in the city exhibit international
standard infrastructure and hence allure students from all over the world and not just India.

Letâ€™s discuss about admission process of some of these  hyderabad colleges. Starting with ISB, ISB
is a business school and it conducts its own examination for admission. Apart from that it also
accepts GRE and GMAT scores. Actually ISB is the only college in India which provides proper
Business Management graduate degree. Rest all business schools in the country provide only a
diploma degree for the business management. The students selected through the GMAT and GRE
scores need to have a working experience of at least three years. GMAT is the global examination
which is conducted to select students only in the management domain. GRE passed students are
selected, are those who want to pursue research work in the fields related to management. GMAT
and GRE scores are not the only tests that an international student needs to pass to get into ISB,
there is another test called TOEFL, which is a test for English language. Indian students however,
might not need to take this test.

The other college which has a very tough admission process is BITS Pilani. Amongst the colleges in
Hyderabad, this is an undergraduate college. But to even apply for this college, one needs to have a
GPA of 8 and above out of 10 or percentages above 80%. This percentage is demanded in the
initial process of admission which is form filling. But the cut offs are secured by students who have
been declared rankers in their class 12th examination. Mostly students having percentages above
95% are able to pass through the admission test of this college.  hyderabad Universities  and
colleges provide the golden chance to make their career bright and successful. When  the course is
finished, it fetches jobs to the students with lucrative salary, which is why the cut off percentages of
this college shoot up to sky.

Apart from ISB IPE is also a business college in the city. IPE is also amongst the premier colleges
of the country. All the colleges of Hyderabad which are mentioned here amongst the premier
colleges of India, and conduct very tough admission processes, reason being they want to select
the premier minds of the world to provide best education.
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Move on to a hyderabad education a destination to pursue quality education in a mba colleges in
hyderabad and lots more about a engineering colleges in Hyderabad here with.
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